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Abstract: An allegory of modern science.

Part LIII

When he reached the place where the dragon stood, his heart sank, for the monster was
truly terrible to behold, with its many heads and flaming eyes. Poor Boldheart stepped back
afraid, and as he did so, the monster became bigger, fiercer, even more dreadful, snorting so
loudly that it shook the earth on which the Prince stood. But then Boldheart remembered his
vow. His eyes flashed. Brave once more, he turned to the monster with defiance, sprang up,
and cried out, “Coward! You can but die!” As soon as he said that, he fancied the monster
did not look quite so big. Gathering his courage, Boldheart
grasped his sword and ran towards the dragon. To his surprise,
at every step, the monster became smaller and smaller, until at
last, when he was quite near, the beast had become so very tiny
that Boldheart (who also had a kind heart) lowered his sword.
He did not have the heart to kill it.
So he walked by and entered the great, dark forest…
Chivalrous tales? Once upon a time? Me, the hero Braveheart (I mean Boldheart–sorry Mel),
tête-à-tête with the frightful, savage beast that sends the petrified peasants headin’ for the
hills–the unchallenged scourge that brazenly laid waste to the magical realm of
mathematics, and held the ravishing Princess Geometry captive in its castle for millennia!
Unvanquishable? I’d always thought pi was rock solid–unassailable. To defeat it would be
like trying to plunge a sword into stone. But pi was a pushover! With only an ouzo bottle,
a napkin, and one stroke of my trusty felt tip, Excalibur–the dread dragon pi was undone,
vanquished, its kingdom crumbled, its castle tottered and fell with a mighty crash, and the
beautiful, lithe and lovely Princess Geometry set free to live happily ever after...
I felt soft arms around me and a warm kiss on the brow. In wonderment, I found I was in the
midst of a number of beautiful maidens, and beside me my own fair Princess…
Dr. Z: “Bud, Bud! You drifted off there. Havin’ a wild dream, huh? You were mumblin’ about
dragons, castles, and princesses–there was long ones, tall ones, short ones...”
Archie (chuckling): “Remember, Bud, the pellet with the poison’s in the vessel with the pestle;
the chalice from the palace has the brew that is true.”
Me (with a dazed smile): “But, Danny (I mean Arch)…what about the flagon with the dragon?
Sorry, guys. Doin’ a little daydreamln’. Sun must’a put me to sleep. Where were we?
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Oh, yeah. You just showed me irrefutable, rigorous proof for finding the exact area of a
circular form–a feat never before accomplished in the history of the world! We’re heroes!
We’re gonna be famous like Orville and Wilbur, Lindbergh or Earhart! Course…only one
problem: shipwrecked, adrift in a lifeboat in the middle of the Pacific Ocean? Forget about
scientific conferences, math awards, and all that fame, fortune, and worldly acclaim.”
Dr. Z: “But don’tcha just love the irony? It’s like catchin’ the biggest Marlin ever, so big we
can’t even get it into the boat and no chance of gettin’ it to shore.”
Archie: “Old Man and the Sea? Nice analogy, Z, but speak for yourself, my friend.
I’m planning on makin’ it back with my catch intact.
Anyway, I’m not worried. The hero always makes it through safe and sound, right?”
Dr. Z: “Just keep tellin’ yourself that, Arch.”
Me: “Okay, okay, guys. But gettin’ back to the math…if I wrap a napkin around the ouzo
bottle, mark where it overlaps, and lay it flat, I get a rectangle equal to the exact area around a
cylinder. So your equation is the circumference (of the bottle) times the height (of the napkin):
.
Pretty straightforward. I’ll give you that. And your proof does seem to eliminate pi.
But just for argument’s sake, let’s say I were to reverse engineer the old pi equation for the
area around a cylinder,
.
 With pi (π) the ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter, or ( ),
I can rewrite the old equation as,

.

 And since the diameter (d ) is two lengths of the radius, or (2r ),
I can rewrite that equation as,
 Then, dividing by (2r ), I get your new equation where the area around a cylinder equals
the length of the circumference times the height of the cylinder,
.
So, as I can develop your new ouzo equation,
, from the old pi equation,
wouldn’t that make the two equations equal and equally valid?
Aren’t they the same?”
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Archie: “Well, it might look that way at first, Bud.
But remember, our new ouzo equation,

, equals the exact area around the cylinder.

On the other hand, with the value of pi lying somewhere between 3.140 and 3.142,
,
with pi unresolved, the old equation for the area around a cylinder will always be less than or
greater than–but not equal to–the actual area,
.”
Me: “Ah, the $64,000 Question! How much pi is there between zero and two?
Yeah, since something less than or greater than an area can’t be equal to an area…
the equation with pi can never equal the equation with the circumference times the height,
.”
Dr. Z: “Pretty simple, huh, Bud? No way around it.
One equals the area and the other doesn’t, so they can’t be equal.”
Me: “So the area is exact but pi isn’t. But wait a minute. If pi, and any equation with pi,
doesn’t equal anything…What the heck are we doin’ with pi? And who’s the Hoodwinker?
Who’s the Pi-ed Piper who blew his magic flute and led the world astray?”
Dr. Z (chuckling, with a wink at Archimedes): “Don’t look at me.”
Archie: “Well…let’s not go into that. Water under the bridge.”
Dr. Z: “Sure, it’s like the man said,
Caminante, no hay camino, se hace camino al andar.
Caminante, no hay camino
sino estelas en la mar.”
Me: “Yeah, Z. Livin’ in the past is for time travelers…it’s not where we’ve been, but where
we’re headed. But still, I do need to tie up one loose end. Now that we all agree pi doesn’t
equal anything except C /d, what’s up with Euler saying pi (π) is equal to…”
Dr. Z (Standing up excitedly): “Hold that thought, Bud! Is that what I think it is?
Holy Christopher Columbus, we’re saved! LAND HO!”
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